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Dinesen
Dinesen is Denmark’s leading manufacturer of exclusive plank floors. Founded in 1898 by Hans Peter
Dinesen the business has been handed down from generation to generation, and is now run by Heidi and
Thomas Dinesen.
Quality is the be all and end all for Dinesen, and each floor is custom-made in close consultation with the
clients who include a number of international designers and architects.
The long and wide solid planks have become Dinesen’s trademark. The Dinesen Douglas planks are
produced up to 15 metres long, 45 centimetres wide and 35 millimetres thick and create an exceptional
effect. The planks both unify and open a room and are a natural choice whether it is a 400 year old
Renaissance castle or a modern home.

Kvadrat
Kvadrat holds a leading position in Europe’s high-quality contemporary textiles market. Established in
Denmark in 1968, their roots are steeped in Scandinavia’s globally acclaimed design culture.
Textiles make an impression and create atmosphere, they influence our perception of furniture and space.
When we interact with furniture, upholstery completes the experience. Curtains transform rooms, they
influence light and acoustics. Kvadrat is attuned to the appearance and function of textiles, to create a
product that takes part in and influences modern design culture.
Kvadrat continuously seeks to push the aesthetic, technological and artistic boundaries of textiles, working
with a roster of the world’s top designers, architects and artists including Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec, Akira
Minagawa, Tord Boontje, Alfredo Häberli, Peter Saville, David Adjaye, Thomas Demand and Olafur Eliasson.

PP Møbler
PP Møbler is a family owned Danish joinery workshop, established in 1953, with a strong tradition for crafting
design furniture of high quality. Motivation has always been the love of wood and a stubborn belief that
technique, ingenuity and craftsmanship can be combined in the strive for quality.
The craftsmen at PP Møbler are innovative and thorough working, encouraged to explore and develop skills
in the constant search for a better way, a more precise way, of refining the production process, never
compromising respect for the material.
The vast majority of PP Møbler’s wood supply comes from the beautiful sustainable forests of Denmark and
Germany. The joy of working with wood as an organic whole makes environmental considerations a natural
part of PP Møblers work ethics.
The sole purpose of PP Møbler is to create beautiful and functional furniture that can withstand daily use for
generations.

